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Abstract: Given two testable properties P1 and P2, under what conditions are the union, intersection
or set-difference of these two properties also testable? We initiate a systematic study of these basic
set-theoretic operations in the context of property testing. As an application, we give a conceptually
different proof that linearity is testable, albeit with much worse query complexity. Furthermore, for
the problem of testing disjunction of linear functions, which was previously known to be one-sided
testable with a super-polynomial query complexity, we give an improved analysis and show it has query
complexity O(1/ε2), where ε is the distance parameter.
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1 Introduction
During the last two decades, the size of data sets

has been increasing at an exponential rate, render-
ing a linear scan of the whole input an unaffordable
luxury. Thus, We need sublinear time algorithms
that read a vanishingly small fraction of their in-
put and still output something intelligent and non-
trivial about the properties of the input. The model
of property testing [22, 33] has been very use-
ful in understanding the power of sublinear time.
Property testing is concerned with the existence
of a sublinear time algorithm that queries an input
object a small number of times and decides cor-
rectly with high probability whether the object has
a given property or whether it is “far away” from
having the property.

We model input objects as strings of arbitrary
length, which can also be viewed as a function on
arbitrarily large domain. Formally, letR be a finite
set and D = {Dn}n>0 be a parametrized family
of domains. RD denote the set of all functions
mapping from D to R. A property P is simply
specified by a family of functions P ⊆ RD. A
tester for property P is a randomized algorithm
which, given the oracle access to an input func-
tion f ∈ RD together with a distance parameter ε,
distinguishes with high probability (say, 2/3) be-

tween the case that f satisfiesP and the case that f
is ε-far from satisfying P . Here, distance between
functions f, g : D → R, denoted dist(f, g), is
simply the probability that Prx∈D[f(x) 6= g(x)],
where x is chosen uniformly at random from D,
and dist(f,P) = ming∈P{dist(f, g)}. We say f
is ε-far from P if dist(f,P) ≥ ε and ε-close oth-
erwise. The central parameter associated with a
tester is the number of oracle queries it makes to
the function f being tested.

Property testing was first studied by Blum, Luby
and Rubinfeld [18] and was formally defined by
Rubinfeld and Sudan [33]. The systematic explo-
ration of property testing for combinatorial prop-
erties was initiated by Goldreich, Goldwasser, and
Ron [22]. Subsequently, a rich collection of prop-
erties have been shown to be testable [3–5, 7, 8,
19, 25, 26, 31].

Perhaps the most fundamental question in prop-
erty testing is the following: which properties have
local testing algorithms whose running time de-
pends only on the distance parameter ε? Are
there any attributes that make a property locally
testable? Questions of this type in the context
of graph property testing were first raised in [22]
and later received a lot of attention. Some very
general results have been obtained [2, 3, 7, 8,
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19, 21], leading to an (almost) complete qual-
itative understanding of which graph properties
are efficiently testable in the dense graph model
(see [14] for some recent progress in the sparse
graph model). In addition, for an important class
of properties, namely H-freeness for fixed sub-
graphs H , it is known exactly for which H , test-
ing H-freeness requires the query complexity to
be super-polynomial in 1/ε and for which only a
polynomial number of queries suffice: This was
shown by Alon [1] for one-sided error testers and
by Alon and Shapira [6] for general two-sided er-
ror testers. Progress toward similar understand-
ing has also been made for hypergraph proper-
ties [7, 9, 32].

However, much less is known for algebraic
properties. In a systematic study, Kaufman and
Sudan [27] examined the query complexity of
a broad class of algebraic properties based on
the invariance of these properties under linear
transformations. Roughly speaking, they showed
that any locally-characterized linear-invariant and
linear1 properties are testable with query com-
plexities polynomial in 1/ε. Non-linear linear-
invariant properties were first shown to be testable
by Green [24] and were formally studied in [15].
The properties studied in [15, 24] are “pattern-
freeness” of Boolean functions, which has been at-
tracting considerable attention [15, 16, 24, 29, 34],
as such a study may lead to a complete characteri-
zation of testability for functions, analogous to the
setting of graphs.

1.1 Motivation for set-theoretic operations
In this paper we propose a new paradigm to sys-

tematically study algebraic property testing. First,
decompose a natural algebraic property into the
union or intersection (or some other set operation)
of a set of “atomic properties”. Second, try to show
that each of these atomic properties is testable. Fi-
nally, prove that some “composite” property ob-
tained from applying some set theoretic opera-
tions on the (testable) atomic properties is also
testable. A prominent example is the set of low-
degree polynomials [4, 25, 26]. It is easy to see
that the property of being a degree-d polynomial
over GF(2) is simply the intersection of 22d+1−2

1A property F is linear if for any f and g that are in F
necessarily implies that f + g is in F .

atomic properties. Indeed, let Pd denote the set of
n-variate polynomials of degree at most d. Then,
by the characterization of low-degree polynomials
(see, e.g., [4]), f ∈ Pd if and only if for every
x1, . . . , xd+1 ∈ Fn2 ,∑

∅6=S⊆[d+1]

f(
∑
i∈S

xi) ≡ 0 (mod 2).

Now fix an ordering of the non-trivial subsets
of [d + 1] = {1, 2, . . . , d + 1}. Let ~b be a bit-
string of length 22d+1−1 with an odd number of
ones and Pd,~b denote the set of functions f such
that the string 〈f(

∑
i∈S xi)〉∅6=S⊆[d+1] is not equal

to b. By definition Pd is the intersection of 22d+1−2

“b-free” properties Pd,~b’s.2

In order to carry out this program of decom-
posing an algebraic properties into atomic ones,
one must have a solid understanding of how basic
set-theoretic operations affect testability. For in-
stance, given two testable properties, is the union,
intersection, or set-difference also testable? Previ-
ously, Goldreich, Goldwasser and Ron considered
such questions in their seminal paper [22]. They
observed that the union of two testable properties
is always testable (cf. Section 3.1) but also pro-
vided examples showing that in general, testability
is not closed under other set-theoretic operations.
Thus, current understanding of testability via set-
theoretic operations seems insufficient to carry out
the above mentioned program of attack.

1.2 Our results
In this paper, we show more positive results for

these basic set-theoretic operations and illustrate
several applications. We now describe our contri-
bution in more detail.

Set-theoretic operations We provide sufficient
conditions that allow local testability to be closed
under intersection and set difference. Given two
locally testable properties, we show that if the
two properties (minus their intersection) are suf-
ficiently far apart, then their intersection is also lo-
cally testable. For set difference, a similar state-
ment can also be made, albeit with more techni-
cality, requiring that one of the properties must be
“tolerantly testable”.

2In fact, some of these 22d+1−2 properties are identical
since the set of non-trivial subsets generated by xi is invariant
under permutation of the xi’s.
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A more detailed treatment of these set opera-
tions appears in Section 3. We remark that in the
general case, testability is not closed under most
set operations. Thus, putting restrictions on these
properties is not unwarranted.

Applications of these set-theoretic considera-
tions appear in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Furthermore,
Section 4.3 demonstrates the simplicity that comes
from these set-theoretic arguments. There, via set
theory, we define a new property from an estab-
lished one, and show that the new property’s testa-
bility, in terms of both upper and lower bound, is
inherited from the property where it was derived.

Disjunction of linear functions In addition to
set theory, it is also natural to ask whether testa-
bility is closed under the closure of some funda-
mental, unary operations. For instance, given a
testable property P , under what condition is its ad-
ditive closure⊕P testable? A similar question can
also be asked for the disjunctive operator ∧, which
is one of the most basic operations used to com-
bine formulas. Given a testable property P , is its
disjunctive closure ∧P testable?

Trivially, if P is linear, then ⊕P = P and testa-
bility is preserved. Furthermore, if P1 and P2

are both linear and linear-invariant as introduced
by Kaufman and Sudan [27], then their sumset
P1 +P2 is testable. However, in general, not much
can be said about how these basic operations affect
testability.

Here we focus on disjunction’s effect on one
specific property, namely the set of linear func-
tions. Before we describe our result, we note some
previous works in testing where disjunction played
a role. For the disjunction of monomials, Parnas et.
al. [31] gave a testing algorithm for s-term mono-
tone DNF with query complexity Õ(s2/ε). Di-
akonikolas et. al. [20] generalized Parnas et. al.’s
result to general s-term DNF with query complex-
ity Õ(s4/ε2).

We take a different direction and ask how dis-
junction affects the testability of the set of linear
functions. The property of being a linear Boolean
function (see next section for a full discussion),
first studied by Blum, Luby and Rubinfeld [18],
is testable with query complexity O(1/ε). As ob-
served in [15], the class of disjunction of linear
functions is equal to the class of 100-free functions
(see Preliminaries for a definition). There they

showed that a sufficiently rich class of “pattern-
free” functions is testable, albeit with query com-
plexity a tower of 2’s whose height is a function
of 1/ε. In a different context, the authors in [23]
showed implicitly3 that the disjunction of linear
functions is testable with query complexity poly-
nomial in 1/ε, but with two-sided error.

Since both [15] and [23] seek to describe rich
classes of testable Boolean functions, the bounds
in both do not adequately address how disjunc-
tion affects the query complexity of the underlying
property, the set of linear functions. In Section 4.1,
we give a direct proof, showing that the disjunc-
tion of linear functions is testable with query com-
plexity O(1/ε2) and has one-sided error. Thus, the
blowup from the disjunctive operator is O(1/ε). It
will be interesting to see if the blowup is optimal
for this problem.

A different proof for linearity testing Linear-
ity testing, first proposed by Blum, Luby and Ru-
binfeld [18], is arguably the most fundamental and
extensively studied problem in property testing of
Boolean functions. Due to its simplicity and im-
portant applications in PCP constructions, much
effort has been devoted to the study of the testa-
bility of linearity [10–12, 18, 28].

For linearity, we indeed are able to carry out
the program of decomposing an algebraic property
into atomic pattern-free properties, and thus obtain
a novel new proof that linearity is testable in Sec-
tion 4.2. In particular, linearity is easily seen to
be equal to the intersection of two atomic proper-
ties, namely triangle-freeness (see Section 2) and
disjunction of linear functions, which are both
testable.

The query complexity of linearity in our proof is
of the tower-type, drastically worse than the opti-
malO(1/ε) bound, where ε is the distance parame-
ter. We note that our effort in obtaining a new proof
lies not in improving the parameters, but in un-
derstanding the relationships among these atomic,
testable properties. In fact, we believe that despite
the poor upper bound, our new proof is conceptu-
ally simple and gives evidence that set theory may
uncover new testable properties.

3We thank an anonymous reviewer of ICS 2010 for pointing
this out.
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1.3 Techniques
Our new proof that linearity is testable is built

on the testability results for triangle freeness (see
definition in Section 2) and the disjunction of lin-
ear functions. The latter was already shown to be
testable in [15]. However, in this work, we give a
completely different proof using a BLR-styled ap-
proach. Our proof is a novel variant of the classical
self-correction method. Consequently, the query
upper bound we obtain (quadratic in ε) is sig-
nificantly better than the tower-type upper bound
shown in [15]. In fact, to the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first and only polynomial query
upper bound for testing pattern-freeness proper-
ties. All other analysis for testing pattern-freeness
properties apply some type of “regularity lemma”,
thus making tower-type query upper bounds un-
avoidable.

We believe that both the self-correction tech-
nique and the investigation of set-operations may
be useful in the study of testing pattern-freeness.
From the works developed in [29, 34], we know
that for every d, the property Pd,~1 is testable.4

However, for an arbitrary b, the testability of Pd,~b
remains open. And in general very little can be
said about the testability of an arbitrary intersec-
tion of these properties. Since Pd is known to
be testable using self-correction [4], we believe
that self-correction, applied in conjunction with
set-theory, may be useful for understanding these
pattern-free properties.

2 Preliminaries
We now describe some basic notation and def-

initions that we use throughout the paper. We let
N = {0, 1, . . .} denotes the set of natural numbers
and [n] the set {1, . . . , n}. We view elements in Fn2
as n-bit binary strings, that is elements of {0, 1}n.
For x ∈ Fn2 , we write xi ∈ {0, 1} for the ith bit
of x. If x and y are two n-bit strings, then x + y
denotes bitwise addition (i.e., XOR) of x and y,
and x · y =

∑n
i=1 xiyi (mod 2) denotes the inner

product between x and y. We write (x, y) to denote
the concatenation of two bit strings x and y. For
convenience, sometimes we view a n-bit binary
string as a subset of [n], that is, for every x ∈ Fn2

4Actually, stronger theorems were proved in [29, 34], but to
state their works in full, definitions not needed in this work will
have to be introduced.

there is a corresponding subset Sx ⊆ [n] such that
xi = 1 iff i ∈ Sx for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We write
|x| to indicate the Hamming weight of x, i.e., the
number of coordinates i such that xi = 1. Equiv-
alently, this is also the cardinality of subset Sx.
By abuse of notation, we use parentheses to de-
note multisets; for instance, we write (a, a, b, b, b)
for the multiset which consists of two a’s and three
b’s.

Let f : Fn2 → {0, 1} be a Boolean function. The
support of f is supp(f) = {x ∈ Fn2 : f(x) = 1}.
Recall that for two functions f and g defined over
the same domain, the (fractional) distance between
these two functions is dist(f, g)def= Prx∈D[f(x) 6=
g(x)]. Let P1 and P2 be two properties defined
over the same domain D, then the distance be-
tween these two properties, dist(P1,P2), is simply
defined to be minf∈P1,g∈P2{dist(f, g)}.

A Boolean function f : Fn2 → {0, 1} is linear if
for all x and y in Fn2 , f(x) + f(y) = f(x + y).
We denote the set of linear function by PLIN.
Throughout this paper, we will be working with
the pattern generated by the triple (x, y, x + y).
To this end, we say that a Boolean function f :
Fn2 → {0, 1} is (1, 0, 0)-free if for all x and y
in Fn2 , (f(x), f(y), f(x + y)) 6= (1, 0, 0), where
here and after we view (f(x), f(y), f(x + y))
as well as (1, 0, 0) as multisets5. Similarly, a
(1, 1, 0)-free Boolean function is defined analo-
gously. Lastly, we say that a Boolean function
f : Fn2 → {0, 1} is triangle-free if for all x
and y in Fn2 , (f(x), f(y), f(x + y)) 6= (1, 1, 1).
We denote the set of triangle-free functions by
P(111)-FREE. Note thatP(111)-FREE is monotone:
if f ∈ P(111)-FREE and we modify f by setting
some of the points in Fn2 from 1 to 0, then the new
function is clearly also triangle-free. We can en-
capsulate a more general statement as follows:

Observation 1. Let f and g be two Boolean func-
tions such that supp(f) ⊆ supp(g). Then

dist(f,P(111)-FREE) ≤ dist(g,P(111)-FREE).

For concreteness, we provide a formal definition
of a tester.

5That is, for example, we do not distinguish the case
〈f(x), f(y), f(x + y)〉 = 〈1, 0, 0〉 from 〈f(x), f(y), f(x +
y)〉 = 〈0, 1, 0〉.
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Definition 1 (Testability). LetR be a finite set and
D = {Dn}n>0 be a parametrized family of do-
mains. Let P ⊆ RD be a property.

We say a (randomized) algorithm T is a tester
for P with query complexity q(ε, n) if for any dis-
tance parameter ε > 0, input size n and function
f : Dn → R, T satisfies the following:
• T queries f at most q(ε, n) times;
• (completeness) if f ∈ P , then

Pr[T accepts] = 1;
• (soundness) if dist(f,P) ≥ ε, then

Pr[T accepts] ≤ 1
3 , where the probabilities

are taken over the internal randomness used
by T .

We say that a property is locally testable if it has
a tester whose query complexity is a function de-
pending only on ε, independent of n. In this work,
we use the word testability to describe the stronger
notion of local testability. For our main results, we
will work with the model case when Dn = Fn2 and
R = {0, 1}.

3 Basic theory of set operations
In this section, we present some basic testabil-

ity results based on set-theoretic operations such
as union, intersection, complementation, and set-
difference. The proofs here are fairly standard and
are thus deferred to the Appendix.

3.1 Union
It is well known that the union of two testable

properties remains testable. This folklore result
first appeared in [22]; for completeness, a proof
is included in Appendix A.

Proposition 1 (Folklore). Let P1,P2 ⊆ RD
be two properties defined over the same domain
D = {Dn}n>0. For i = 1, 2, suppose Pi is
testable with query complexity qi(ε). Then the
union P1 ∪ P2 is testable with query complexity
O(q1(ε) + q2(ε)).

3.2 Intersection
The case of set intersection is more complicated

than union. Goldreich et al. showed in[22] (see
Proposition 4.2.2) that there exist testable prop-
erties whose intersection is not testable. Thus,
in general, testability does not follow from the
intersection operation. However, testability may

still follow in restricted cases. In particular, we
show that if two testable properties P1 and P2 mi-
nus their intersection are sufficiently far from each
other, then their intersection remains testable as
well. A proof is included in Appendix B.

Proposition 2. Let P1,P2 ⊆ RD be two proper-
ties defined over the same domain D = {Dn}n>0.
Suppose dist(P1 \ P2,P2 \ P1) ≥ ε0 for some ab-
solute constant ε0, and for i = 1, 2, Pi is testable
with query complexity qi(ε). Then the intersec-
tion P1 ∩ P2 is testable with query complexity
O(q1(ε) + q2(ε)),

3.3 Complementation
Here we examine the effect complementation

has on the testability of a property. As it turns
out, all three outcomes - both P and P̄ are testable,
only one of P and P̄ is testable, and neither P nor
P̄ is testable - are possible!

The first outcome is the easiest to observe. Note
that the property DR and the empty property are
complements of each other, and both are triv-
ially testable. The second outcome is observed
in Proposition 4.2.3 in [22]. To our knowledge, the
third outcome has not been considered before. In
fact, previous constructions of non-testable proper-
ties, e.g. [13, 22], are sparse. Hence, the comple-
ments of these non-testable properties are trivially
testable (by the tester that accepts all input func-
tions). One may wonder if in general the com-
plement of a non-testable property must also be
testable. We disprove this in the following propo-
sition.

Proposition 3. There exists some property P ⊆
RD where R = {0, 1} and D = {Fn2}n>0, such
that neither P nor P is testable for any ε < 1/8.

By utilizing coding theory, we can bypass the
sparsity condition to prove Proposition 3. Es-
sentially, property P consists of neighborhoods
around functions that have degree n/2−1 as poly-
nomials over F2n . Its complement contains func-
tions that are polynomials of degree n/2. Since d
evaluations are needed to specify a polynomial of
degree d, any tester for P or P needs (roughly) at
least n/2 queries. Using a standard argument in-
volving code concatenation, one can construct P
and P to be binary properties that require testers
of query complexity Ω(

√
n). A formal proof can

be found in Appendix C.
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3.4 Difference
Let P1 and P2 be two properties and let P =

P1 \ P2 denote the set difference of the two prop-
erties. In this section, we confine our attention to
the simple case that P2 ⊂ P1. Since complemen-
tation is a special case of set-difference, from Sec-
tion 3.3, we know that in general we can infer noth-
ing about the testability ofP from the fact that both
P1 and P2 are testable. However, under certain re-
strictions, we still can show that P is testable.

First we observe a simple case in which P1 \
P2 is testable. This simple observation, which is
obvious and whose proof we omit, is utilized in
the proof of Theorem 4 in Section 4.3.

Observation 2. Let P2 ⊂ P1 be two testable
properties defined over the same domain D =
{Dn}n>0. If for every f ∈ P2, there is some
g ∈ P1 \ P2 such that dist(f, g) = o(1), then
P1 \ P2 is testable by the same tester which tests
property P1.

Our second observation on set difference relies
on the notion of tolerant testing, introduced by Par-
nas, Ron, and Rubinfeld [30] to investigate testers
that are guaranteed to accept (with high confi-
dence) not only inputs that satisfy the property, but
also inputs that are sufficiently close to satisfying
it.

Definition 2 (Tolerant Tester [30]). Let 0 < ε1 <
ε2 < 1 denote two distance parameters and P ⊆
RD be a property defined over the domain D =
{Dn}n>0. We say that property P is (ε1, ε2)-
tolerantly testable with query complexity q(ε1, ε2)
if there is a tester T that makes at most q(ε1, ε2)
queries, if for all f with dist(f,P) ≤ ε1, T rejects
f with probability at most 1/3, and for all f with
dist(f,P) ≥ ε2, T accepts f with probability at
most 1/3.

We record in the following proposition that if P
and P2 are sufficiently far apart and P2 is toler-
antly testable, then P is also testable. We include
a proof in Appendix D.

Proposition 4. Let ε1 < ε2 < ε0 be three absolute
constants. Let P2 ⊂ P1 ⊆ RD be two proper-
ties defined over the same domain D = {Dn}n>0.
If for every ε > 0, P1 is testable with query
complexity q1(ε), P2 is (ε1, ε2)-tolerantly testable

with query complexity q2(ε1, ε2), and dist(P1 \
P2,P2) ≥ ε0, then P1 \ P2 is testable with query
complexity O(q1 + q2) (and completeness 2/3).

We note that since P2 is tolerantly testable, it
does not have completeness 1. Thus, the set differ-
ence P1 \ P2 is not guaranteed to have one-sided
error, either.

4 Main results
In this section we show two applications of the

results developed in Section 3. We stress that set
theoretic arguments may be used to show both
upper bound results (some properties are testable
with only a few number of queries) and lower
bound results (some properties can not be tested
by any tester with less than certain number of
queries).

4.1 Testing disjunction of linear functions
Recall that P(100)-FREE is the set of Boolean

functions that are free of (1, 0, 0)-patterns for
any x, y and x + y in Fn2 . P(100)-FREE was
shown to be testable with a tower-type query upper
bound in [15]. In this section we employ a BLR-
style analysis to show the property P(100)-FREE is
testable with much less query complexity. Observe
that the property P(110)-FREE is also testable with
quadratic query complexity follows an analogous
analysis.

We first give a simple characterization of a
Boolean function being (1,0,0)-free.

Proposition 5 ([15]). A function f : Fn2 → {0, 1}
is (1,0,0)-free if and only if f is the disjunction
(OR) of linear functions (or the all 1 function).

Proof. Let S = {x ∈ Fn2 : f(x) = 0}. If S is
empty, then f is the all 1 function. Otherwise let
x and y be any two elements in S (not necessarily
distinct). Then if f is (1, 0, 0)-free, it must be the
case that x + y is also in S. Thus S is a linear
subspace of Fn2 . Suppose the dimension of S is k
with k ≥ 1. Then there are k linearly independent
vectors a1, . . . , ak ∈ Fn2 such that z ∈ S iff {z ·
a1 = 0}

∧
· · ·

∧
{z · ak = 0}. Therefore, by De

Morgan’s law, f(z) = 1 iff z ∈ S̄ iff {z · a1 =
1}

∨
· · ·

∨
{z · ak = 1}, which is equivalent to the

claim.
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Theorem 1. For every distance parameter ε > 0,
the property P(100)-FREE is testable with query
complexity O(1/ε2).

Proof. Suppose we have oracle access to some
Boolean function f : Fn2 → {0, 1}. A natu-
ral 3-query test T for P(100)-FREE proceeds as
follows. T picks x and y independently and
uniformly at random from Fn2 , and accepts iff
(f(x), f(y), f(x+ y)) 6= (1, 0, 0).

Let R
def= Prx,y[(f(x), f(y), f(x + y)) 6=

(1, 0, 0)] be the rejection probability of T . If f ∈
P(100)-FREE, then R = 0, i.e., T has complete-
ness 1. For soundness, in a series of steps, we
shall show that for every ε > 0, if R < ε2/128,
then there exists a Boolean function g such that (1)
g is well-defined, (2) dist(f, g) < ε, and (3) g is in
P(100)-FREE.

Let µ0 denote Prx[f(x) = 0]. Suppose µ0 <
63ε/64. Then dist(f,~1) < 63ε/64, where ~1 is
the all-ones function. Then trivially, taking g = ~1
completes the proof. Thus, henceforth we assume
that µ0 ≥ 63ε/64.

For a fixed x ∈ Fn2 , let px00 denote
Pry[(f(y), f(x+ y)) = (0, 0)], and and px10 is de-
fined similarly. We define g : Fn2 → {0, 1} as
follows:

g(x) =


0, if px00 ≥ ε/4;
1, if px10 ≥ ε/4;
f(x), otherwise.

Proof of (1). g is well-defined. Suppose not,
then there exists some x ∈ Fn2 such that px00, p

x
10 ≥

ε/4. Pick y and z independently and uniformly at
random from Fn2 . Let E be the event that

at least one of (f(y), f(z), f(y + z)) and
(f(x+ y), f(x+ z), f(y + z)) is (1, 0, 0).

By assumption, with probability at least ε2/16,
f(y) = 1, f(x + y) = 0 and f(z), f(x + z) = 0,
which will imply that – regardless of the value of
f(y + z) – event E must occur. Thus, ε2/16 ≤
Pr[E]. On the other hand, by the union bound,
Pr[E] ≤ 2R < ε2/64, a contradiction.

Proof of (2). dist(f, g) < ε
32 . Suppose x

is such that f(x) 6= g(x). By construction,
Pry[f(x), f(y), f(x+y)] ≥ ε/4. This implies that

the rejection probabilityR is at least dist(f, g)·ε/4.
Since R < ε2/128, dist(f, g) < ε/32.

Before proving (3), we first note that for every
x ∈ Fn2 ,

Pr
y

[(g(x), g(y), g(x+ y)) = (1, 0, 0)] <
5ε
16
.

To see this, note that by construction of g, for
every x ∈ Fn2 , Pry[(g(x), f(y), f(x + y)) =
(1, 0, 0)] < ε/4. Since dist(f, g) < ε/32, by the
union bound, we can deduce that the probability
that g has a (1, 0, 0)-pattern at (x, y, x+ y) is less
than ε/4 + 2 · ε/32.

Proof of (3). g is in P(100)-FREE. Suppose not,
that there exist x, y ∈ Fn2 such that g(x) = 1,
g(y), g(x + y) = 0. Pick z uniformly at random
from Fn2 . Let E denote the event that

at least one of (g(x), g(z), g(x+ z)), (g(y), g(z), g(y + z)),
and (g(x+ y), g(x+ z), g(y + z)) is (1, 0, 0).

A case by case analysis reveals that if g(z) = 0,
then event E must occur. Note that the probability
that g(z) = 0 is at least 63ε/64− ε/32 = 61ε/64,
since f(z) = 0 occurs with probability at least
63ε/64 and dist(f, g) < ε/32. On the other hand,
by union bound, we have Pr[g(z) = 0] ≤ Pr[E] ≤
3 · 5ε/16, implying that 61ε/64 ≤ 15ε/16, an ab-
surdity.

Therefore, we have shown that on any input
function that is ε-far from P(100)-FREE, the rejec-
tion probability of T is always at least ε2/128. By
repeating the basic test T independently O(1/ε2)
times, we can boost the rejection probability of T
to 2/3, and thus completing the proof.

4.2 A new proof that linearity is testable
As an application of our results in Section 3.2,

we give a new proof that linear functions are
testable based on a set-theoretic argument. To this
end, note that the set of linear functions equals
to the intersection of (1, 1, 1)-free functions and
(1, 0, 0)-free functions, i.e.,

PLIN = P(111)-FREE ∩ P(100)-FREE.

From the previous section, we know that
P(100)-FREE is testable. The following theorem
due to Green [24] asserts that P(111)-FREE is also
testable.

7



Theorem 2 ([24]). The property P(111)-FREE

is testable with query complexity W (poly(1/ε)),
where for every t > 0, W (t) denotes the tower
of 2’s of height dte.

By Proposition 2, to show that linearity is
testable, it suffices to show that the two proper-
ties P(111)-FREE and P(100)-FREE are essentially
far apart. To this end, let us define a new prop-
erty PNLTF, where NLTF stands for non-linear
triangle-freeness:

PNLTF
def=P(111)-FREE \ PLIN.

Lemma 1. We have that P(100)-FREE \ PLIN is
1
4 -far from PNLTF.

We first establish a weaker version of Lemma 1.

Proposition 6. Suppose f is a disjunction of
exactly two non-trivial linear functions. Then
dist(f,P(111)-FREE) is at least 1

4 .

Proof. SetN = 2n. Write f(x) = (α·x)
∨

(β ·x),
where α 6= β ∈ Fn2 denote two n-bit vectors not
equal to 0n. We say that a tuple (x, y, x+y) where
x, y ∈ Fn2 is a triangle in f if f(x), f(y), f(x +
y) = 1. We shall show that (1) f has N2/16 tri-
angles and (2) for every x, the number of y′s such
that (x, y, x+y) is a triangle in f isN/4. Together,
(1) and (2) will imply that dist(f,P(111)-FREE) is
at least 1/4, since changing the value of f at one
point removes at most N/4 triangles.

To prove these two assertions, let A = {x ∈
Fn2 : α · x = 1} and B = {x ∈ Fn2 : β · x =
1}. Since supp(f) = A ∪ B, for every triangle
(x, y, x+y) in f , each of the three points x, y, x+y
must fall in one of the following three disjoint sets:

A \B, (A ∩B), B \A.

Furthermore, each of the three points must fall
into distinct sets. To see this, suppose that x, y ∈
A \ B. Then by definition, α(x + y) = α(x) +
α(y) = 0 and β(x+ y) = 0, implying that f(x+
y) = 0, a contradiction. So A \ B cannot contain
two points of a triangle, and by symmetry, neither
can B \ A. The same calculation also reveals that
A ∩B cannot contain two points of a triangle.

Thus, a triangle (x, y, x + y) in f must be such
that x ∈ A \B, y ∈ A∩B, and x+ y ∈ B \A. In
addition, it is easy to check that given two points

p1, p2 from two distinct sets (sayA\B andA∩B),
their sum p1 + p2 must be in the third set (B \A).
Since these three setsA\B, (A∩B), B\A all have
size N/4, this implies that the number of triangles
in f is N2/16, proving (1).

(2) also follows easily given the above observa-
tions. Suppose x ∈ A \ B. For every y ∈ A ∩ B,
(x, y, x + y) forms a triangle. Since any triangle
that has x as a point must also contain a point in
A ∩ B (with the third point uniquely determined
by the first two), the number of triangles in f con-
taining x is N/4. The case when x ∈ B \ A
or x ∈ A ∩ B is similar. This completes the
proof.

Now we prove Lemma 1.

Proof of Lemma 1. Let f ∈ P(100)-FREE \ PLIN

and write f = f1 ∨ f2, where f1 is a disjunc-
tion of exactly two linear functions. By Propo-
sition 6, it follows that dist(f1,P(111)-FREE) is
at least 1/4. Since P(111)-FREE is monotone
and supp(f1) ⊆ supp(f), by Observation 1, we
know that dist(f,P(111)-FREE) ≥ 1/4. Since
PNLTF ⊂ P(111)-FREE, dist(f,PNLTF) ≥
dist(f,P(111)-FREE), completing the proof.

By Theorem 2 and Theorem 1, both
P(111)-FREE and P(100)-FREE are testable.
Now by combining Proposition 2 and Lemma 1,
we obtain the following:

Theorem 3. PLIN is testable.

We remark that the query complexity for testing
linearity in Theorem 3 is of the tower type (of the
form W (poly(1/ε)) because of Theorem 2. This
is much worse than the optimal linear query upper
bound obtained in [10, 18].

4.3 A lower bound for testing non-linear
triangle-freeness

We first show that PLIN is a “thin strip” around
PNLTF.

Proposition 7. For any Boolean function f ,
dist(f,P(111)-FREE) ≥ dist(f,PNLTF)− 2−n.

Proof. The statement is trivially true if
dist(f,P(111)-FREE) = dist(f,PNLTF). Since
PNLTF is a proper subset of P(111)-FREE, we can
assume that dist(f,PNLTF) is strictly larger than

8



dist(f,P(111)-FREE), implying that the function
in P(111)-FREE that has minimum distance to f
is actually in PLIN. Call this function g. Then
it is easy to see that there exists some function
h in PNLTF such that dist(g, h) = 2−n. To this
end, note that if g is the all-zero function, we can
define h such that h(x) = 1 for some x 6= 0n

and 0 everywhere else. By construction h is
non-linear but triangle-free. If g is a non-trivial
linear function, then we can pick any x ∈ supp(g)
and define h(x) = 0 and h(y) = g(y) for all
y 6= x. By construction h is non-linear, and since
P(111)-FREE is monotone, h remains triangle-free.

Thus, by Triangle inequality, we know
that dist(f,P(111)-FREE) = dist(f, g) is at
least dist(f, h) − 2−n. This implies that
dist(f,P(111)-FREE) ≥ dist(f,PNLTF) −
2−n.

Since any linear function is 2−n-close to a func-
tion in PNLTF, intuitively we expect PNLTF,
which is obtained by deleting the strip PLIN from
P(111)-FREE, to inherit the testability features of
P(111)-FREE. Indeed, we record this next by using
the set-theoretic machinery set up in Section 3.

Theorem 4. PNLTF is testable, but any non-
adaptive 6 tester (with one-sided error) forPNLTF

requires ω(1/ε) queries.

Proof. We first observe that PNLTF is testable
with one-sided error. By Proposition 7 and Obser-
vation 2, the testing algorithm for PNLTF is sim-
ply the same as the tester for P(111)-FREE [24].

Next we show that the lower bound for the query
complexity ofPNLTF is the same asP(111)-FREE.
As shown in [17], any one-sided, non-adaptive
tester for P(111)-FREE requires ω(1/ε) queries.7

Suppose PNLTF is testable with one-sided error
and has query complexity O(1/ε). Since PLIN

is testable with query complexity O(1/ε) [18], by
Proposition 1 P(111)-FREE = PLIN ∪ PNLTF is
testable with one-sided error and has query com-
plexity O(1/ε), a contradiction.

6A tester is non-adaptive if all its query points can be deter-
mined before the execution of the algorithm, i.e., the locations
where a tester queries do not depend on the answers to previous
queries.

7The specific lower bound shown in [17] is Ω(( 1
ε
)1.704···)

but can be improved to be Ω(( 1
ε
)2.423···) as observed inde-

pendently by Eli Ben-Sasson and the third author of the present
paper.

5 Concluding remarks
We have initiated a general study of the closure

of testability under various set operations. Our re-
sults show that such a study can lead to both upper
and lower bound results in property testing. We
believe our answers are far from complete, and fur-
ther investigation may lead to more interesting re-
sults. For example, the symmetric difference be-
tween two properties P1 and P2 is defined to be
P1 4 P2

def= (P1 \ P2) ∪ (P2 \ P1). Under what
conditions is the property P14P2 testable if both
P1 and P2 are testable? Another natural gener-
alization of our approach is to examine properties
resulting from a finitely many application of some
set-theoretic operations.

Our proof that the class of disjunction of lin-
ear functions is testable employs a BLR-style
self-correction approach. We believe that this
technique may be useful in analyzing other non-
monotone, pattern-free properties. In particular, it
will be interesting to carry out our approach of de-
composing an algebraic property into atomic ones
for higher degree polynomials. This will, in addi-
tion to giving a set-theoretic proof for testing low-
degree polynomials, sheds light on how pattern-
free properties relate to one another.

Finally, our quadratic query complexity upper
bound for the disjunction of linear functions opens
up a number of directions. In our work, the
blowup in query complexity from the disjunction
isO(1/ε). One may vary the underlying properties
and the operators to measure the blowup in query
complexity. Of particular interest may be under-
standing how the disjunction affects the testability
of low-degree polynomials.
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A Proof of Proposition 1
Let T1 be the tester for P1 with query complex-

ity q1(ε, n) and T2 be the tester for P2 with query
complexity q2(ε, n). We may assume that both T1

and T2 have soundness 1/6 with a constant blowup
in their query complexity. Define T to be the tester
which, on input function f , first simulates T1 and
then T2. If at least one of the two testers T1 and T2

accepts f , T accepts f . Otherwise, T rejects.
Clearly the query complexity of T isO(q1+q2).

For completeness, note that if f is in P , then by
definition f is in at least one of P1 and P2. Thus,
T accepts f with probability 1. Now suppose
dist(f,P) ≥ ε. Then we have both dist(f,P1) ≥ ε
and dist(f,P2) ≥ ε. By the union bound, the prob-
ability that at least one of T1 and T2 accepts f is at
most 1/6 + 1/6 = 1/3.

B Proof of Proposition 2
Let T1 be the tester for P1 with query complex-

ity q1(ε), and T2 be the tester for P2 with query
complexities q2(ε). First we convert T1 into an-
other tester T ′1 for P1 such that, on input distance

parameter ε, T ′1 makes Q′1(ε) queries, where

Q′1(x) =

{
q1(x), if x < ε0

2 ;
max{q1(x), qi( ε02 )}, otherwise.

In other words, T ′1 can be obtained from T1 by
making more queries when x is larger than ε0/2.
Similarly, we can construct T ′2 from T2 in the
same number. Since ε0 is a constant, we have
Q′1(ε) = O(q1(ε)) and Q′2(ε) = O(q2(ε)).

Define T to be the tester that on input function
f , first simulates T ′1 and then simulates T ′2. If both
testers T ′1 and T ′2 accept, then T accepts f . Oth-
erwise, it rejects. The query complexity of T is
Q′1(ε) +Q′2(ε), which is O(q1(ε) + q2(ε)).

For the completeness, if f ∈ P , then both f ∈
P1 and f ∈ P2 hold. Therefore, T accepts with
probability at least 1. For the soundness, suppose
dist(f,P) ≥ ε. We distinguish between two cases.

Case 1. ε ≤ ε0
2 . It suffices to show that f is

ε-far from at least one of P1 or P2. This fact then
implies that T , in simulating T ′ and T ′2, accepts f
with probability at most 1/3.

To show the f is far from at least one of the
two properties, suppose not, that we have both
dist(f,P1) < ε and dist(f,P2) < ε. That is, there
exist g1 ∈ P1 and g2 ∈ P2 such that dist(f, g1) <
ε and dist(f, g2) < ε.

Since dist(f,P) ≥ ε, g1, g2 /∈ P and therefore
g1 ∈ P1 \ P and g2 ∈ P2 \ P . By triangle in-
equality, dist(g1, g2) < 2ε ≤ ε0, and consequently
dist(P1 \ P2,P2 \ P1) < ε0, contradicting our as-
sumption.

Case 2. ε > ε0
2 . There are three sub-cases de-

pending on where f is located. We analyze each
of them separately below. Note that in each of the
sub-cases, f is at least ε0/2-far from one of P1 and
P2.

1. f ∈ P1 \ P . Then by our assumption on
the distance between P1 \ P2 and P2 \ P1,
dist(f,P2 \ P) ≥ ε0. It follows that

dist(f,P2) = min{dist(f,P), dist(f,P2 \ P)}
≥ min{ε, ε0}
≥ ε0/2.

2. f ∈ P2 \P . Analogous to the case above, we
have dist(f,Po) ≥ ε0/2.

3. f /∈ P1 ∪ P2. Then by triangle inequality,
max{dist(f,P1\P), dist(f,P2\P)} ≥ ε0/2.
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Then there is some i ∈ {1, 2} such that
dist(f,Pi \ P) ≥ ε0/2. Since dist(f,P) ≥ ε,
it follows that dist(f,Pi) ≥ min{ε, ε0/2} =
ε0/2.

Thus, we conclude that there is some i ∈ {1, 2}
such that dist(f,Pi) ≥ ε0/2. This implies that T ′i ,
which makes at least Q′i(ε) ≥ qi(ε0/2) queries,
accepts f with probability at most 1/3. Hence,
T accepts f with probability at most 1/3 as well,
completing the proof.

C Proof of Proposition 3
We shall define a property P = {P2k}k>0,

where P2k ⊆ {0, 1}F
2k
2 is a collection of Boolean

functions defined over F2k
2 , such that neither P2k

nor P2k is testable. Recall that a property P is said
to be testable if there is a tester for P whose query
complexity is independent of the sizes of the inputs
to the functions (in our case, independent of k).

First, let the Hadamard encoding Had : Fk2 ×
Fk2 → {0, 1} be Had(α, x) = α · x. Note that
F2k is isomorphic to Fk2 , so for every function g :
F2k → F2k , the Hadamard concatenation of g can
be written as Had◦g : F2k

2 → {0, 1} where (Had◦
g)(x, y)def= Had(g(x), y).

We now define P2k as follows. Let f ∈ P2k if
there exists a polynomial p : F2k → F2k of degree
at most 2k−1− 1 such that dist(f,Had ◦ p) < 1/8.
An important fact is that if g : F2k → F2k is a
polynomial of degree 2k−1, then Had ◦ g is not in
P2k. To see this, note that by the Schwartz-Zippel
Lemma, if q : F2k → F2k is a polynomial of de-
gree at most 2k−1, then Prx[q(x) = 0] ≤ 1/2.
Therefore, for any polynomial p of degree at most
2k−1 − 1, dist(p, g) ≥ 1/2. This implies that
dist(Had ◦ p,Had ◦ g) ≥ 1/4, since the Hadamard
encoding has relative distance 1/2.8 Since the
Hadamard encoding of g is at least 1/4-far from
the Hadamard encoding of any degree 2k−1 − 1
polynomials, by construction of P2k, Had ◦ g is at
least 1/8-far from P , i.e., Had ◦ g ∈ P2k.

Now we show that neither P2k nor its comple-
ment is testable for any distance parameter ε <
1/8. By polynomial interpolation, for every set of
2k−1−1 points, there exists a polynomial of degree

8In other words, suppose x ∈ F2k satisfies that p(x) 6=
g(x). Then the number of y’s such that Had(p(x), y) 6=
Had(g(x), y) is exactly 2k−1.

2k−1−1 that agrees with g on these points. So any
tester that distinguishes between members of P2k

and members at least ε-far away from P2k needs at
least 2k−1 − 1 queries. Similarly, as we have just
shown that Had◦g ∈ P2k when g is a degree-2k−1

polynomial, it follows that any tester that distin-
guishes between members of P2k and functions at
least ε-far away from P2k also need at least 2k−1

queries. To conclude, we have shown a property
P defined over domains of sizes |D| = 22k but
testing P and P both require Ω(2k) = Ω(|D|1/2)
queries. Thus, neither the property or its comple-
ment is testable with a query complexity indepen-
dent of the sizes of the domains, completing the
proof.

D Proof of Proposition 4
Let T1 be the tester for P1 with query complex-

ity q1(ε) and let T2 be the tolerant tester for P2

with query complexity q2(ε1, ε2). First we convert
T1 into another tester T ′1 such that, on input dis-
tance parameter ε, T ′1 makes Q′1(ε) queries, where

Q′1(x) =

{
q1(x), if x < ε1;
max{q1(x), qi(ε1)}, otherwise.

Set P = P1 \ P2 and define its tester T as fol-
lows: on input function f , T first simulates T1 and
then T2. T accepts iff T1 accepts and T2 rejects.
Since ε1 is a constant, Q′1(ε)) = O(ε), and T has
query complexity O(q1 + q2).

For completeness, if f ∈ P , then by assump-
tion f ∈ P1 and dist(f,P2) ≥ ε0 > ε2. This
implies that T1 always rejects f , T2 accepts f with
probability at most 1/3, and thus by a union bound
argument T accepts f with probability at least 2/3.

For soundness, suppose dist(f,P) ≥ ε. We con-
sider two cases and note that in both of them, T
accepts f with probability at most 1/3.

Case 1. dist(f,P2) ≤ ε1. Since T2 is a tolerant
tester, T2 rejects f with probability at most 1/3.
Thus, T accepts with probability at most 1/3 as
well.

Case 2. dist(f,P2) > ε1. Since P1 is
the union of P and P2, we can conclude that
dist(f,P1) = min{dist(f,P), dist(f,P2)}, which
is at least min{ε, ε1}. Since T ′1 makes at least
max{q1(ε), q1(ε1)} queries, we know that T ′1 ac-
cepts f with probability at most 1/3, and hence, T
accepts f with probability at most 1/3 as well.
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